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It begins with a brief overview of the PostScript interpreter. The following sec-
tions detail the syntax, data types, execution semantics, memory organization,
and general-purpose operators of the PostScript language (excluding those that
deal with graphics and fonts). The final sections cover file input and output,
named resources, function dictionaries, errors, how the interpreter evaluates
name objects, and details on filtered files and binary encoding. 

3.1 Interpreter

The PostScript interpreter executes the PostScript language according to the rules
in this chapter. These rules determine the order in which operations are carried
out and how the pieces of a PostScript program fit together to produce the de-
sired results. 

The interpreter manipulates entities called PostScript objects. Some objects are
data, such as numbers, boolean values, strings, and arrays. Other objects are ele-
ments of programs to be executed, such as names, operators, and procedures.
However, there is not a distinction between data and programs; any PostScript
object may be treated as data or be executed as part of a program. 

The interpreter operates by executing a sequence of objects. The effect of exe-
cuting a particular object depends on that object’s type, attributes, and value. For
example, executing a number object causes the interpreter to push a copy of that
object on the operand stack (to be described shortly). Executing a name object
causes the interpreter to look up the name in a dictionary, fetch the associated
value, and execute it. Executing an operator object causes the interpreter to
perform a built-in action, such as adding two numbers or painting characters in
raster memory. 

The objects to be executed by the interpreter come from two principal sources: 

• A character stream may be scanned according to the syntax rules of the Post-
Script language, producing a sequence of new objects. As each object is
scanned, it is immediately executed. The character stream may come from an
external source, such as a file or a communication channel, or it may come
from a string object previously stored in the PostScript interpreter’s memory. 

• Objects previously stored in an array in memory may be executed in sequence.
Such an array is known as a procedure. 
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The interpreter can switch back and forth between executing a procedure and
scanning a character stream. For example, if the interpreter encounters a name in
a character stream, it executes that name by looking it up in a dictionary and re-
trieving the associated value. If that value is a procedure object, the interpreter
suspends scanning the character stream and begins executing the objects in the
procedure. When it reaches the end of the procedure, it resumes scanning the
character stream where it left off. The interpreter maintains an execution stack for
remembering all of its suspended execution contexts. 

3.2 Syntax

As the interpreter scans the text of a PostScript program, it creates various types
of PostScript objects, such as numbers, strings, and procedures. This section dis-
cusses only the syntactic representation of such objects. Their internal representa-
tion and behavior are covered in Section 3.3, “Data Types and Objects.” 

There are three encodings for the PostScript language: ASCII, binary token, and
binary object sequence. The ASCII encoding is preferred for expository purposes
(such as this book), for archiving documents, and for transmission via communi-
cations facilities, because it is easy to read and does not rely on any special charac-
ters that might be reserved for communications use. The two binary encodings
are usable in controlled environments to improve the efficiency of representation
or execution; they are intended exclusively for machine generation. Detailed in-
formation on the binary encodings is provided in Section 3.14, “Binary Encoding
Details.” 

3.2.1 Scanner

The PostScript language differs from most other programming languages in that
it does not have any syntactic entity for a “program,” nor is it necessary for an en-
tire “program” to exist in one place at one time. There is no notion of “reading in”
a program before executing it. Instead, the PostScript interpreter consumes a pro-
gram by reading and executing one syntactic entity at a time. From the interpret-
er’s point of view, the program has no permanent existence. Execution of the
program may have side effects in the interpreter’s memory or elsewhere. These
side effects may include the creation of procedure objects in memory that are in-
tended to be invoked later in the program; their execution is deferred. 


